
Opening Concession Stand Procedures 
 

1. Sign Concession Stand Check-in List and WASH HANDS. 

 
2. Check Drying Rack by sink for equipment that needs to be put back 

before use. 

 
3. Turn on Pizza warmer. High for first ten minutes, then 4 the rest of 

shift. COOK PIZZA – 5 minutes / Cut in fourths and place in warmer; 
make more as needed 

 
4. Turn on Hot Dog Roller. Brats and Dogs in cooler next to roller 

COOK 2 PKGS of HOT DOGS and 6-8 BRATS; put in bun, loosely 
wrap in foil, place in warmer. Put red sticker on Brats to differentiate 
in warmer / make more as needed 

 
5. Make 2 Hamburgers. Microwave for 2 minutes; put in bun, loosely 

wrap and place in warmer. Make cheeseburgers when ordered and 
more hamburgers as needed 

 
6. Start popcorn. Turn on all 3 switches above kettle. Dump popcorn 

and oil into kettle. Heat until popping stops. Turn off two switches 
(leave light on) and dump. Watch popcorn after it starts popping or it 
will burn. Start with 2 batches, make more as needed. 

 
7. Cook Pretzels. Create salt plate. Spray pretzel with water and add 

salt by pressing into salt plate. Microwave 1 pretzel on paper plate 
for 65 seconds. Place in warmer. Make 2 salted and 2 plain 
beginning of shift, more as needed. 

 
8. Prep Hot Plate for Ramen and Hot Chocolate. Fill hot plate pitcher 

with water, set on hot plate, pull lever up on bottom of pitcher to turn 
on. Use hot water as necessary for Ramen or Hot Chocolate. 
Periodically flip the lever up to keep warm throughout the night. 

 
9. Coffee. Turn on, check the water level. Place cup under spout, place 

coffee pod inside. Once ready, press largest cup button.  
 

10. Slushies. Pump squirts into cup and pull handle to fill cup. Please 
Note: It comes out FAST! 

a. Treat Ticket size – ONE squirt 
b. Regular size – TWO squirts 


